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 Alongside French classics such as for example salade nicoise and gâteau basque, Luke shares his
own interpretations of French-Vietnamese fusion food such as pho predicated on pot a feu,
lychee and lemongrass bavarois or Vietnamese steak tartare with lemon juice, cilantro and fried
shallots.From classics to traditional recipes with today's twist, Luke learns the secrets behind
these much-loved French meals, and discovers how their tastes have pass on to the distant
corners of the globe and influenced the dishes in his home country.Luke Nguyen's France
follows acclaimed chef Luke Nguyen while he discovers the flavors, ingredients and dishes of
France that have influenced Vietnamese cooking food. From the bustling streets of Paris and the
historic towns of St Malo and Strasbourg to the coastal cities of Fine and Marseilles, Luke meets
the chefs and locals to listen to their stories and sample their regional culinary specialities on
the way. Filled with beautiful area and food picture taking, and complimented with a stunning
design that is signature to Luke's books, Luke Nguyen's France celebrates the tastes of these two
cuisines with 100 exciting, inspired recipes.
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Five Stars This is actually the companion to the series with great pictures and recipes!. Useful
and declicous! Five Stars A well-written volume with some very nice recipes--Luke never
disappoints! a really lot of information. Five Stars Among the best cookbooks in my collection..
Five Stars Great cook book.
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